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Text 

Woe is me!  Where has the time fled? 

Did I not sink into deep wells? 

The world is asleep – 

Ah!  Ah!  The dog howls, the moon is shining. 

I will rather die, die, than tell you what my midnight heart is now thinking. 

Now I am dead. 

It is finished. 

Spider, why do you spin you web around me? 

Do you want blood? Ah! 

Ah! The dew is falling, the hour has come 

- the hour which chills and freezes me,

Which asks and asks and asks: 

“Who has heart enough for it? 

- who shall be master of the world?”

Section 4 The Intoxicated Song, Part IV, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 



Program Notes 

The Intoxicated Poet is based on an excerpt from Nietzsche's Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra (Part IV) at a point in the story where Zarathustra is drunkenly raving a final 

warning to the 'higher-men" he has collected, disciple-like, about his prophecy for the 

world and the rise of the Ubermensch.  The words flow both poetically and aphoristically; 

swirling through expressions of fear, marvel, disappointment, and love. 

Performance notes 

The tempo is not meant to be specific as the flow of the music is something that should 

be settled into after rehearsing the piece as a whole and after establishing the structure of 

the piece.  This is why all tempo markings should be considered approximate only. 

A final note followed by a tie into a rest indicates that this pitch is meant to be 

suspended by the reverb. 

A boxed cell is to be repeated; two or more boxed cells next to each other are meant to 

be repeated in any order, not necessarily one after the other continuously. 

A true rest (despite the reverb) is indicated by either a decrescendo a niente or a rest 

with a comma above it. 

Repetition sections where a phrase of motif cycles over and over again should be read 

loosely and follow the lead of the voice which has a more melodic or focused line.  It is 

alright to finish in the middle of a cycle in order to maintain the timing of the sections 

although it is hoped that indications of where to finish and start have been written to 

allow for a smooth closure of these parts. 
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